SGS President of Energy & Environmental Solutions to Speak at 2009 Military Energy and Fuels Conference

Siemens Government Services, Inc. (SGS) is pleased to announce that Mike Angerame, Vice President of its Energy & Environmental Solutions Division, has been asked to present this year at the Military Energy and Fuels Conference. Mr. Angerame’s presentation will be centered upon “Energy Efficiency Methods and Capabilities for Military Installations.”

This conference held in Alexandria, Virginia April 16-17, 2009, is sponsored by the American Institute of Engineers (AIE). Attendees will receive insight from 28 federal agency and private industry experts on topics ranging from Energy Security, OSD and service energy initiatives, next generation fuel solutions including hydrogen technology and fuel cells, and other specialized topics of interest designed to help the military reduce rising energy costs, adapt to the instability of foreign supplier energy markets, and drive Department of Defense mandates to increase efficiency in fuel use and alternatives to fossil fuels.